I discuss the results of a recent quenched lattice calculation of the two independent form factors parametrizing the semileptonic decays between heavy-light pseudoscalar mesons. The differential decay rate of the process B → Dℓν has been calculated at non vanishing momentum transfer both in the case of the light leptons ℓ = e, µ and in the case of a non vanishing lepton mass ℓ = τ.
Introduction
In this talk I discuss the results of a recent quenched lattice calculation of the matrix elements of the vector part of the heavy-heavy weak currents between pseudoscalar heavy-light meson states (see refs. [1, 2] ). These matrix elements are parametrized in terms of two independent form factors whose accurate knowledge is required in order to extract the matrix element V cb of the CKM [3, 4] matrix from the experimental measurements of the differential decay rates of the semileptonic decays B → Dℓν ℓ . In the case of the light leptons, ℓ = e, µ, the differential decay rate is proportional to the square of a particular linear combination of the two form factors, usually called G B→D (w) . Both the form factors are needed in the case of the heavy τ lepton [5, 6] . The BaBar and Belle collaborations have already measured [7, 8] the branching ratios of the processes B → D ( * ) τν τ and a future measurement of the differential decay rate will make possible to extract V cb also from this channel. Within the heavy quark effective theory (HQET) it has been shown [9] that the semileptonic transitions between heavy-light mesons can be parametrized, at leading order of the expansion in the inverse heavy quark mass, in terms of a single universal form factor known as Isgur-Wise function. The Isgur-Wise function is universal in the sense that it describes any semileptonic decay mediated by heavy-heavy weak currents regardless of the flavour of the initial and final heavy quarks and of the spins of the mesons. From the phenomenological point of view it is relevant to know the size of the corrections to the Isgur-Wise limit and to establish at which order the heavy quark expansion has to be truncated to produce useful results down to the charm mass.
In refs. [1, 2] the form factors have been calculated at non vanishing momentum transfer for many different combinations of the initial and final heavy quark masses ranging from the physical bottom quark mass to the physical charm quark mass. The simulation of relativistic heavy quarks has been performed by using the step scaling method (SSM) [10] , already applied successfully to the determination of heavy quark masses and heavy-light meson decay constants [11, 12, 13] . The SSM allows to reconcile large quark masses with adequate lattice resolution and large physical volumes. The two form factors have been calculated for different values of the momentum transfer by making use of flavour twisted boundary conditions [14] , that shift the discretized set of lattice momenta by an arbitrary amount (see also [15, 16, 17, 18] ).
Form factors
Semileptonic decays of pseudoscalar mesons into pseudoscalar mesons are mediated by the vector part of the weak V − A current and the corresponding matrix elements can be parametrized in terms of two form factors,
where 
As a consequence, the elastic form factor h − (w, M i , M i ) vanishes identically. Concerning the form factor h + (w, M i , M f ), it has a well defined limit when both M i and M f are sent to infinity at fixed ratio r = M f /M i . It is thus legitimate to make a change of variables from the meson masses to the parameters ε + and ε − , defined as
and expand h + (w, ε + , ε − ) in Taylor series around the point ε ± = 0
The conservation of the vector current implies that h i→i + (w = 1) = 1 and the previous relation, at zero recoil, can be rewritten in the form
The semileptonic decay rate of a B meson into a D meson, in the approximation of massless leptons ℓ = e, µ, is given by
where the form factor G B→D (w) is related to h i→ f
In the case ℓ = τ the mass of the lepton cannot be neglected and the differential decay rate is given by [21, 5] In the elastic case ∆ i→ f (w) vanishes identically and, in the approximation in which h i→ f − (w) is much smaller than h i→ f + (w), it is very well approximated by its static limit
All the details on the lattice definitions of the form factors are given in refs. [1, 2] .
Step Scaling Method
The SSM has been introduced to cope with two-scale problems in lattice QCD. In the calculation of heavy-light meson properties the two scales are the mass of the heavy quarks (b,c) and the mass of the light quarks (u,d,s). In describing how the SSM works in the present case, I consider the generic form factor F i→ f = {h 
computed for each value of w and for each value of the light quark mass. The crucial point is that the step scaling functions are calculated by simulating heavy quark masses smaller than the b-quark mass; more precisely, the step scaling functions at m i ≃ m b and m f ≃ m c are obtained by directly simulating m f both on L 0 and on L 1 and by a smooth extrapolation in 1/m i . Extrapolating the step scaling functions is more advantageous than extrapolating the form factors. This can be easily understood by relying on HQET expectations (see also eq. (2.4)),
In the previous relations the superscripts in parenthesis, (n), mark the order of the expansion in the inverse heavy quark mass. The subleading correction to the step scaling functions is the difference of two terms and vanishes in the infinite volume, becoming smaller and smaller as the volume is increased. This matches the general idea that finite volume effects, measured by the σ 's, are almost insensitive to the high energy scale. In order to remove the residual finite volume effects the procedure described above is iterated once more, passing from L 1 to L 2 = 1.2 fm. Final results are obtained from
Results
In figure 1 one can test the hypothesis on the low sensitivity of the step scaling functions upon the high energy scale. Concerning G B→D (w), figure 3 (upper plot) shows our results for values of w up to w ≃ 1.2 and physical b and c quark masses. The comparison with available measurements has been done by extracting the value of V cb by the ratio of the experimental and lattice data at w = 1.2; as an indication, we get V cb = 3.84(9)(42) × 10 −2 , where the first error is from the lattice result, G B→D (w = 1.2) = 0.853 (21) , and the second from the experimental decay rate. In the lower plot of figure 3 I show our best result for the function ∆ B→D (w) that enters in the decay rate of the process B → Dτν τ . ∆ B→D (w) does not show any significant dependence upon w and is very well approximated by its static limit (see eq. 2.7). These findings represent a prediction that can be confirmed by a future measurement of the differential decay rate of the process B → Dτν τ . Indeed, the function ∆ B→D (w) can be extracted experimentally by the ratio dΓ B→Dτν τ /dΓ B→D(e,µ)ν e,µ that does not depend upon the CKM matrix element. On the other hand, the knowledge of ∆ B→D (w) is required in order to perform lepton-flavour universality checks on the extraction of V cb .
